**Things to do together**

- Talk about the unusual words in the Rub a Dub, Dub rhyme
- See if your child recognizes the difference between a number, a word and a picture.
- Count the words in a sentence together
- Fill a bucket with water, give your child a large paintbrush and paint numbers on the side of the house, or on the sidewalk or driveway outside
- Take a short walk and count your steps the entire time. If your child is just learning to count, count ten steps and then start over.
- Talk to your child about the differences between letters and numbers.
- Help your child draw their age on a piece of paper. Let them decorate it with paint, markers, stamps etc. Hang their age on the door to their room.

**Other Resources**

*Count on Math: Activities for Small Hands and Lively Minds*

by Dr. Pam Schiller